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Abstract: Power failures in roads and intersections can cause serious 

difficulties and dangers due to non-availability of electric power for traffic 

light signals. Application of solar energy has been increased to power-up the 

traffic light signals all over the world recently. This paper proposes the ap-

plication of solar energy in powering traffic signal systems for rural areas 

with no power grid. A photovoltaic system is used to capture the solar ener-

gy. Three B.S. students have involved in this educational project. The im-

plemented system is simple, low-cost and free of maintenance. Captured so-

lar energy is saved into a 12 volts lead-acid battery. A circuit including IC 

regulator is used to control the flow of charge through the battery instead of 

a dc-dc converter that lower the price of system controller. Timing of the 

traffic light is carried out via AVR ATMEGA16 microcontroller. Some 

software tools that have been used in this project are: PROTEUS for simula-

tion of the circuit, Code vision for programming AVR microcontroller, and 

Microsoft Excel for plotting the captured data. Experimental results for dif-

ferent angles of radiation at different times of the day are also shown in this 

paper. 

Introduction. Solar energy technologies, which harness the sun’s energy 

to generate electrical power, are one of the fastest growing sources of renew-

able energy on the market today1. Engineers and scientists are collaborating 

to lower the material costs of solar cells, increase their energy conversion ef-

ficiency, and create innovative and efficient new products and applications 

based on photovoltaic (PV) technology around the world.  

On the other hand, vehicular travel is increasing throughout the world, 

particularly in large urban area. Traffic control systems have also increased 

in installation as a result. However it is still economically difficult to provide 
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traffic control in country and rural areas, primary due to cost of building 

power infrastructure over long distances. Solar traffic signs have many uses. 

They can be used in manufacturing facilities, for pedestrian safety, stop and 

yield signs, vehicle directions, emergency instructions, parking and school 

zone safety [1]. 

A solar traffic light system as shown in Fig. 1 composed of the four ma-

jor components as following: (1) Solar panel that includes solar cells, (2) DC 

to DC converter to maintain the output voltage at a constant level, (3) Charge 

controller to control the flow of charge through the battery and charges it 

when needed, (4) Battery to store electric energy and use it during the ab-

sence of sunlight [2]. 

 

 
Fig 1. Energy flow in a solar powered system 

 

Photovoltaic Cells. Photovoltaic energy is the conversion of sunlight in-

to electricity through a photovoltaic (PV) cell, commonly called a solar or 

PV cell. PV cells are constructed out of semi-conducting materials so that 

when light shines onto the cells a certain amount of the light is absorbed. The 

energy of the absorbed light knocks the electrons loose from their atoms al-

lowing them to flow through the compound [3]. 

The photovoltaic cell is the basic part of the building block of a PV sys-

tem. PV cells can be arranged in a series configuration to form a module to 

supply electricity at a certain voltage, such as a common 12 volts system. 

Modules can then be connected in parallel-series configurations to form ar-

rays. When connecting cells or modules in series, they must have the same 

current rating to produce an additive voltage output, and similarly, modules 

must have the same voltage rating when connected in parallel to produce 

larger currents. Fig. 2 shows a sample cell, module, and array. 

The following factors are affected on the performance of a solar cell: 

[4]  

- Sunlight and the angle that the sunrays hit the PV cell.  

- Climate conditions such as clouds, fog, dust.  

- The atmospheric layer's absorption and reflection.  

- Temperature of the surroundings. 
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Fig 2. Solar panel configurations 

 

Many types of solar cells are available in the market8 and the average 

selling price of solar modules these days is around US$4/W. The chosen so-

lar array is FVG 10 P - FVG 25 M – 0106. The operating specifications of 

this type solar cell are Voc=21.8V, ISC=1.76A, V=17.1V, P=25W, I= 1.46A 

and its dimensions are 680×335×23 mm. Fig. 3 shows the schematic of im-

plemented photovoltaic traffic light signal system with real components. 

 
Fig 3. Schematic of implemented PV traffic light signal system 

 

Energy Storage. Stand-alone PV systems require energy storage to 

compensate for periods without or within sufficient solar irradiation, such as 

during the night or during cloudy weather. Chemical batteries are the most 

candidates. The most suitable battery technologies to use in a standalone 

photovoltaic system are: lead acid batteries, Lithium-ion batteries, Ni-Cd 

batteries. Currently, the lead-acid battery is the most common form of energy 

storage in photovoltaic applications due to its low cost, low rate of self dis-

charge and its ability to work at higher temperatures. Although, it has a low 

mass/energy ratio, that doesn’t affect their performance in solar traffic light 

application as the battery is stationary [4; 5]. 
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Traffic Light. Nowadays LED bulbs are replacing the old incandescent 

bulbs. LED’s is very efficient, with low energy consumption and a long life 

span. The most recent technological innovation reached in the traffic indus-

try is using solar traffic light systems. [6] In this paper, we have used LED 

traffic lights with rating 12 V, 8 W. It always is supplied from the battery. 

Conclusion. A low-cost solar traffic light system was presented. The 

system has four major parts: PV fixed- array, charge controller, lead-acid 

battery and traffic light. Crystalline silicon solar cells were used in this pro-

ject because it is the most favorable type for traffic stop light signals, due to 

its availability in the market, and its higher efficiency. The timing sequence 

of light signals was managed via an AVR microcontroller. In order to regu-

late voltage of PV array, IC regulator was employed instead of conventional 

buck-boost dc-dc converter which reduced the price of the control system. 

Lead acid battery was employed since these batteries are relatively inexpen-

sive and have a longer lifetime compared to other batteries for energy stor-

age. The LED stop light is energy efficient and has a long life span and low 

maintenance costs. The experimental results shows that angle of array, time 

of day and different days of the year are effective to capture the highest 

power, which were done by three undergraduate students. In order to capture 

maximum power, movable array that can changes the angle is more effective 

which can be used for high power applications. 
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